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Abstract 

This paper explores the phenomenon known as 'quantitative metathesis' in Ancient 
Greek. Historically this change, an apparent metathesis of vowel length, has been 
considered to be true metathesis by classicists, but recent scholarship has cast suspicion 
on this notion, not least because metathesis of vowel length is not a known change in 
any other language. In this paper, I present a review of previous scholarship on Greek 
quantitative metathesis, in addition to a cross-linguistic survey of general metathesis, 
with special attention to autosegmental theory. I conclude that Greek quantitative 
metathesis is not true metathesis, but rather a retention and reassociation of abstract 
timing units through the two individual (and well-attested) processes of antevocalic 
shortening and compensatory lengthening. 
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1 Introduction 

The Attic and Ionic dialects of Ancient Greek had a regular synchronic sound change 

in which an underlying vowel sequence of a long vowel followed by a short vowel is 

produced as a short and then a long (i.e. IVV I -+ [VV]). In the field of Classics, this 

has long been known as the process of quantitative metathesis. However, this type 

of suprasegmental metathesis is practically unheard of outside of this specific case, 

causing suspicion that it may not be metathesis at all. In this paper, I attempt to 

determine whether quantitative metathesis is true metathesis, or whether it is some 

other process altogether. 

I begin with an overview of Ancient Greek and quantitative metathesis. I then 

review metathesis cross-linguistically, particularly in the context of autosegmental the

ory. I then compare prior analyses of quantitative metathesis itself, bringing them 

together with the cross-linguistic theories to determine that quantitative metathesis is 

not, in fact, true metathesis. 

In this thesis I have transcribed the Greek text into English characters based mainly 

on the Library of Congress's Romanization standards for Ancient Greek (Library of 

Congress 2010). This means that rather than the precise phonetic values, I am tran

scribing the Greek letters, and vowels in particular, as approximated values based on 

orthography, and the Classical time period. For example, I transcribe the letter < 17 > 

as e, though in different dialects at different points from ancient to modern times its 

pronunciation has ranged from lal to Iii, and its actual phonetic value at the time in 

question was probably closer to [e:1 (Probert 2010: 87). I use the macron above the 

vowel (e) to indicate a long vowel; vowels without a macron should be assumed short. 

When it is necessary to explicitly indicate that a vowel is short, I use the breve (ii) 

to indicate a non-long length, rather than the extra-short vowel it indicates in IPA. 
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A sub-arch (~) indicates a non-syllabic vowel, something like a glide. In running text, 

Romanized forms will be set off in italics. 

I use an asterisk before a form to indicate that it is reconstructed rather than 

attested in actual Greek text, and a X to indicate that a form is unmetrical or otherwise 

unacceptable. 

Abbreviations 

ACC 

Att. 

DAT 

GEN 

Hdt. 

Hom. 

II. 

NOM 

Od. 

PL 

QM 

SG 

W.Ion. 

accusative 

Attic 

dative 

genitive 

Herodotus (5th Century BCE Ionic author) 

Homeric/Epic 

Iliad 

nominative 

Odyssey 

plural 

quantitative metathesis 

singular 

West Ionic 
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1.1 Introduction to Ancient Greek 

G reek is the language primarily spoken in and around the Achaean Sea in the north 

Mediterranean. The Greeks of the Classical period divided themselves into three eth

nic/dialect groups: Doric, Aeolic, and Ionic. Modern scholars have further defined this 

classification system into Arcado-Cypriot, Attic-Ionic, Aeolic, West Greek (including 

Doric), each with several subdialects (Colvin 2010: 203). In this paper I will be fo

cusing on the Attic-Ionic and Homeric dialects of the Archaic period (S-5th centuries 

BCE) and the Classical period (5-4th centuries BCE). 

Attic-Ionic, predictably, can be divided into Attic and Ionic. Attic was spoken in 

and around Athens on the Attic peninsula, and is the dialect from which Modern Greek 

is ultimately descended. Ionic was spoken on islands to the north and east of Attica, 

as well as in Ionia on the central western coast of Asia Minor (Colvin 2010: 209). 

There are several major features which differentiate Attic-Ionic from other dialects, 

the most relevant being the existence of quantitative metathesis (explained in Section 

1.2). The other relevant feature is the shifting of < Ci > [a:] to < ~ > [e:]~[ffi:]. Ionic 

completed this shift unconditionally, while Attic kept < Ci > after lei, Iii, and /r;' 

Attic-Ionic also lost /w / earlier than other dialects (Colvin 2010: 209). 

Homeric or Epic Greek is a composite dialect, largely made up of Aeolic and Ionic, 

and with features from various regions and time periods throughout. Miller (19S2: 

25) offers as an example the Aeolic form Ageliios, which does not display quantitative 

metathesis, a mere half dozen lines in the Odyssey from the Ionic variant Ageleos, 

which does display quantitative metathesis. Homer's texts were written down around 

the Sth century BCE, but are much older. A hotly debated theory holds that the 

text was originally Aeolic, and was "translated" into Ionic. Regardless, the formulaic 

language allows scholars (e.g. Hoekstra 1965) to theorize about the relative ages of 
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various sections, and the chronology of certain sound changes, including quantitative 

metathesis. 

1.2 Introduction to Quantitative Metathesis 

Quantitative metathesis (hereafter, QM) is a process found in the Attic and Ionic 

dialects of Ancient Greek (Colvin 2010: 209) in which an adjacent long and short 

vowel will appear to metathesize their length features. This appears to be a synchronic 

rule which, in example (2) below, creates an all om orphic [-osl ending for the underlying 

/-os/ (Wetzels 1986: 331). 

(1) W -+ W 

(2) pole- 'city' + -os GEN SG -+ poleos -+ poleos 'city (GEN SG)' 

There are two major subtypes of this phonological change, which will be described 

in the next two subsections. The first appears in grammatically masculine "a-stem" 

(or first declension) nouns. Though this paradigm consists of mostly feminine nouns, 

it is only the handful of masculine a-stem nouns that undergo QM. The stems of these 

nouns end in -a-, -a-, or -E-. Similarly, the stems of o-stem nouns, or nouns of the 

second declension, end in -0-, and these nouns do not undergo QM. The second type 

of QM appears in athematic nouns, or third declension nouns, whose stems historically 

ended with a consonant (i.e., without a "theme vowel" such as -a- or -0-). These 

paradigms can be found in Appendix B. 

1.2.1 A-stem 

In masculine a-stem nouns, QM appears in the genitive singular and occurs only in 

Ionic. (Attic instead analogized the genitive singular ending -ou from the "o-stem" 

paradigm (Thompson 2010: 195).) The theme vowel-ii- is immediately followed by, and 
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often contracts with, the case-number morpheme (for example, the genitive singular 

-0). (See Appendix B for full paradigms.) An older sound change in Ionic shifted the 

stem's a to e (Smyth 1894: 171), creating the ending -eo which then underwent QM 

to become -eo (Thompson 2010: 195). Data from Smyth (1956: 15): 

(3) Atreid- + -a- + -0 -+ Atreidao > * Atreideo -+ Atreideo 'son of Atreus (GEN 

SG)' 

This -eo ending is often pronounced as a single long syllable in poetry, a process 

called synizesis in classical studies (Smyth 1956: 21). However, the fact that it is 

written as though it were disyllabic suggests that it was something other than a single 

monophthong, whether or not the pronunciation of the day was changed to fit the 

meter. In addition, most of these forms, if pronounced disyllabically, would not be 

permitted in Homer's dactylic hexameter (see section 2.1) at all. 

1.2.2 Athematic stems 

The second type of QM appears in the noun category called "third declension" or 

"athematic stems". As stated above, they are known as athematic because rather than 

ending in a "theme vowel" such as -a- or -0- (as in example (3) above), the stems of 

this type historically ended in a consonant. However, at some point Greek underwent 

a series of glide-deletions. When an athematic stem ended in these glides, the deletion 

fed into the conditions for QM, as in (4) below (Weiss 2010: 108). 

(4) a. basilew- 'king' 

b. basilew-os 'king (GEN SG)' (etymological form) 

c. basile-os (after Iw I-deletion) 

d. basile-os -+ basile-os (after QM) 
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e. basile-os -+ basile-os (perhaps through antevocalic shortening (see Section 

4) ) 

The form in (4c) is the only one found in Homer, and the form in (4e) is the only 

one found in the significant Ionic text of Herodotus. The QM form does not appear 

in either author's work, nor, as far as I can tell, do any other QM athematics. (Data 

from Pantelia (2013).) In Classical Attic texts such as Plato, meanwhile, athematic 

QM forms such as (4d) appear to be, if not obligatory, at the very least extremely 

common. 

In summary, Classical Attic has athematic QM forms, but no a-stem QM forms, 

due to analogizing the a-stem genitive singular ending from another paradigm. Ionic of 

the same period, meanwhile, seems to prefer the -eos athematic form and the a-stem 

QM form. (See Appendix A for data on when and where each form is attested.) 

1.3 Introduction to Autosegmental Phonology 

Autosegmental phonology is an approach to phonology in which tone, syllables, morae, 

and other abstract or suprasegmental features can be represented individually on sep-

arate "tiers". In this paper I mainly focus on the timing tier described in Goldsmith 

(1990: 4Sff.), in which each segment (i.e., phone) is connected to at least one timing 

slot, each of which is labeled as C (consonant), V (vowel), or X (either). This allows 

long vowels and geminate consonants to be neatly represented by a single feature ma-

trix which takes up two timing slots. For example, to represent the Aeolic Greek bolla 

'council' (Wetzels 19S6: 29S): 

(7 (7 

cVcCVV 
I I ......... .......,. 

(5) b 0 I a 

Each cr on the syllable tier represents a syllable, while the segments (in this case 
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b, 0, l, and a) appear on the melodic tier. In certain analyses (e.g. Besnier 1987, 

Goldsmith 1990: 89), consonant and vowel segments are placed on separate melodic 

tiers, as we will see later in example (7). When demonstrating a change in association 

lines, a line with two hash marks through it indicates a disconnect, and a dotted line 

indicates a new connection being formed. 

2 Greek meter and accent 

2.1 Meter 

Unlike modern English, which is a stress accent language, Ancient Greek was a pitch 

accent language. Though we of course don't know precisely what it sounded like, 

it was described as having a "musical character" (Probert 2003: 3). Where stress 

accent languages tend to base their poetic meters around stress, pitch accent languages 

can ignore pitch when constructing a meter. Specifically, Ancient Greek meters are 

quantitative, based off of a pattern of short flight and long/heavy syllables (Probert 

2003: 8). 

In Ancient Greek meter, a heavy syllable is one with a long vowel or a diphthong, 

or one with a short vowel followed by at least two consonants, even if one or more 

of the consonants are in the following syllable. So a heavy syllable might have the 

form (C)V(C)(C), in addition to (C)YCC, (C)YC.C, or (C)Y.CC. A light syllable is 

one with a short vowel followed by one or no consonants. There are several conditions 

that can shorten a diphthong at the end of a word (e.g. Maas 1962: 79f.), but in 

general diphthongs will create a heavy syllable. A word-final short vowel elides when 

the following word begins in a vowel (Smyth 1956: 22). 

Homer uses a style of meter called dactylic hexameter, wherein each line is split 
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into six feet. Each foot can be filled by either a heavy followed by two lights (a dactyl), 

or two heavies (a spondee). The fifth foot is nearly always a dactyl. The sixth foot can 

be either a spondee or a trochee (a heavy followed by a light) (Raven 1962: 24f., 43). 

In the examples below, - indicates a heavy syllable, and ~ indicates a light one. 

o replaces an elided syllable, and 1 separates metrical feet. 

(6) a. XPe ie i a dii 0 A chi ie os 

-1- ~ ~I- ~ ~ ~I- ~ 

*Peieiadiio Achiieos 

b. Pe ie i a dii 0 A chi ie os 

-1- ~ ~I- ~ ~I- ~ 

*Peieiadii' Achiieos 

c. XPe ie i a de 0 A chi ie os 

-1- ~ ~ ~I- ~ ~I- ~ 

*Peieiadeo Achiieos 

d. Pe ie i a deo A chi ie os 
-I-~~I-

Peieiadeo Achiieos 

'Achilles son of Peleus (GEN SG)' 

Of the examples above, only (6d) actually occurs in Homer (for example, II. 1.1). 

(6b) is reconstructed by Hoekstra (1965: 32) as a likely older form allowed by the 

meter by elision of the final short /0/ in (6a), which was replaced with the QM form. 

I constructed (6a) and (6c) as examples; neither is permitted by the meter. (6a) is an 

unelided form of (6b), and (6c) is the disyllabic QM form, to be compared with the 

monosyllabic QM form in (6d). 

(6a) is unmetrical due to the three consecutive short syllables. However, the elision 

in (6b) allows the pre-QM form to fit in hexameter by removing one of the short sylla-

bles. (6c-6d) show why the QM -eo ending must be considered monosyllabic in order 
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to create a metrical form. Pronouncing the short e in its own syllable creates three 

consecutive short syllables, which is not permitted by the meter. It must therefore be 

considered part of the long syllable -deo. Many words of this type have the same two 

short syllables immediately before the -eo ending, creating the same unmetricality if 

the ending is pronounced disyllabically. Most other forms have a long syllable immedi

ately before the ending, which in the disyllabic pronunciation would create a similarly 

unmetrical - ~ - . In fact, of all instances of this ending in Homer (data obtained 

via Pantelia 2013), only one (boreo 'north wind (GEN SG)', II. 14.395,23.692 and Od. 

14.533) scans as obligatorily disyllabic. The existence of such a form, in addition to 

the orthography, suggests that this process is more than simple contraction, and this 

will be discussed further below and in Section 4.4. 

2.2 Accent 

Ancient Greek texts have three types of accent, of which only acute (e) and circumflex 

(e) are relevant to us. Though we do not know what these accents represent pho

netically, we can deduce other information from the violation of their various rules. 

In general, a word will only have one accent, and it cannot be farther left than the 

antepenultimate (third from right) syllable. A circumflex accent must fall on a long 

syllable, and cannot be farther left than the penultimate (second from right) syllable. 

Importantly, an acute accent cannot be placed on the antepenultimate syllable if the 

final syllable is long. 

Due to this, the pre-QM athematic form poleos ('city, GEN SG') does not violate 

any accent rules, but the common post-QM form poleos does, with the acute falling 

on an antepenultimate syllable with a final long 0. This is in fact true of the entire 

sub-paradigm (e.g. huposkheseos 'promise, GEN SG', pelekeos 'axe, GEN SG') (Probert 
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2003: 65). One might expect, then, given this apparent violation of a standard pho

netic rule and the monosyllabic a-stem forms described above, that all QM forms were 

pronounced monosyllabically. Then poleos might be pronounced something like polos, 

and would not violate any accent rules. 

However, another sub-paradigm complicates the issue. The noun described above, 

polis 'city, NOM SG', belongs to a sub-paradigm composed of nouns whose nominative 

singular form ends in -is. Another athematic sub-paradigm is composed of nouns whose 

nominative singular forms end in -eus, such as basile us 'king, NOM SG'. Probert (2003: 

69f.) describes the accent rules for this sub-paradigm as follows: "[Nouns] are accented 

on the same syllable as the nominative singular, counting syllables from the beginning 

of the word. . . . [Except in the nominative singular,] the accent is a circumflex 

when it falls on a long vowel or diphthong but (by necessity) an acute when it falls on 

a short vowel." So as basile us is accented on the third syllable from the left (with eu 

representing a diphthong), all declined forms of the word will take the accent on the 

third syllable from the left: a circumflex if the vowel is long, and an acute otherwise. 

Then take the QM genitive singular basileos. If the -eos ending were monosyllabic, 

or a glide-vowel sequence (see Section 4.4), the word would be syllabified as ba.si.leos 

or ba.sil.f!os, the third syllable -(IJeos would be long, and we would expect a form like 

basile os. Instead, we see basileos, indicating that the -e- is its own short syllable. So 

it's likely that the -eos ending is indeed disyllabic. 

3 Overview of metathesis 

In this section, I review several analyses of metathesis in various languages, particularly 

with a view towards autosegmental theory. 
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3.1 CV metathesis in Rotuman 

3.1.1 As deletion and reattachment (Besnier 1987) 

Besnier (1987) analyzes CV metathesis in Rotuman, an Austronesian language. This 

has a combination of features from V 1 and V 2 . Since the intermediate consonant is 

unaffected, and has no effect on the ultimate form of V 3, Besnier's autosegmental 

analysis places consonants and vowels on separate melodic tiers (1987: 213ff.). 

(7) a. futi -+ flit 'banana' 
f t f t f t 

I I I I I I 
C V C V -+ C V C -+ C V C 

I I I r---.... 
b. u u u 

In Besnier's analysis, the final vowel timing slot is deleted, leaving a floating segment 

(in this case, Iii) on the vowel melodic tier. According to the rules of autosegmental 

analysis, a floating segment is not pronounced (Goldsmith 1990: 53), so the V 2 attaches 

itself to the V slot of the V 1. These then coalesce in some manner to create the output 

V 3, in this case if. 

3.1.2 As compensatory metathesis (Blevins & Garrett 1998) 

Blevins & Garrett (1998: 527ff.), meanwhile, analyze the same data quite differently. 

They interpret it as a form of what they term "compensatory metathesis." This is 

a process whereby a stressed vowel will appear to attract a nearby unstressed vowel 

from another syllable, leaving only a reduced copy of the unstressed vowel in its original 

position, which is then lost entirely through regular phonetic processes. They formalize 

the change in Rotuman as follows (where V is a stressed vowel): V1CV2 -+ V1V2CV2 

-+ V1 V2C. 
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3.2 CV metathesis in Kwara'ae 

K wara'ae, another Austronesian language, has a similar form of metathesis, where 

V1CV2 -+ V1V2C (-+ V3C). However, there are two key differences. The first is that 

rather than being limited to the rightmost edge of the word as it is in Rotuman, the 

domain for metathesis in K wara'ae is the bisyllabic foot, and the only constraint on 

the number of times it can apply is the number of feet in the word (Baird 2002: 2). 

Baird gives the following examples, in which brackets indicate a bisyllabic foot: 

(8) a. [sata] -+ sa·t 'name' 

b. go [gola] -+ go.goal 'octopus' 

c. [ma?ellta?ellelo] -+ mce?tre?eol 'doorway' 

The other key feature of Kwara'ae metathesis is that both the metathesized and 

non-metathesized forms appear as surface forms in speech. The metathesized forms are 

known as Normal forms, and are used in everyday speech. The non-metathesized forms 

are known as Citation forms, and appear in the speech register used for traditional songs 

and clarification as well as "calling out routines (a songlike speech style)" (Heinz 2005: 

3). Even in this register, speakers never utter whole sentences in Citation form, and 

most data is in one-word utterances. Despite this, children still acquire both forms: A 

derived form with a different foot structure from the underived base form will change 

the location of the metathesis in the Normal (metathesized) form accordingly, as III 

(9-10) below, indicating that morphological derivation occurs before metathesis. (NB: 

Although Heinz does not claim that either form is the underlying form, and lists his 

data in columns of Citation and Normal forms, I replicate his data (2005: 4) in Baird's 

Citation -+ Normal format for simplicity.) 

(9) a. su.li -+ syil 'bone' 
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b. su.li.ku -+ su.liuk 'my bone' 

(10) a. i.hu -+ iuh 'hair' 

b. i.hu.la -+ i.hyAl 'hairy' 

Heinz also lists a third, partially-metathesized allomorph, which he calls the Focus 

Final form, and which appears as "the last word in a focused phrase" (2005: 2). 

(11) a. Citation: Ie. fa 

b. Normal: l~af 

c. Focus Final: l~a. fa 

'good' 

Assuming Focus Final forms undergo the same metathesis process that Normal 

forms do, this would seem to imply that rather than a process of deletion and reat

tachment as in Besnier's Rotuman analysis, CV metathesis in K wara'ae is a process 

of copying and (except in Focus Final forms) deletion. That is, V 1 CV 2 -+ V 1 V 2CV 2 

-+ V1V2C. This follows from Blevins & Garrett (1998: 522), who include Kwara'ae in 

their description of compensatory metathesis (Section 3.1.2). 

3.3 Compensatory lengthening from CV metathesis m 

Leti 

In Leti, another Austronesian language, compensatory lengthening of the first vowel in 

a VVC morpheme occurs when the second vowel is transposed or deleted (Hume 1998: 

162). In (12a-c) below, the second vowel is metathesized, and in (12d) it becomes a 

secondary articulation on the following consonant. 

(12) a. ]luar + spou -+ ]lu:raspou 'mountain + boat = schooner mountain' 
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b. rain + isbla -+ ramisbla 'blouse + school' 

c. maun + ppuna -+ mamuppuna 'bird + nest' 

d. maun + oriori -+ mam W orY ori 'bird + buffalo' 

Hume's analysis of this process relies on the idea that the transposition or deletion 

of a vowel affects only the melodic tier, and leaves the underlying moraic structure 

unaltered. That is, when a V1V2C sequence becomes V1CV2, V2'S timing slot remains 

in V 2'S original position, and reattaches to Vl to form a long vowel. (NB: While Hume's 

analysis uses an underlying moraic structure, it appears in this case to serve essentially 

the same function as the CV timing tier, so for consistency's sake I have adapted her 

analysis to use a timing tier. ) 

(7 (7 

~ /\ 
C V V C -+ C V V C V 

I I I I I V I I 
(13) b u a r b u r a 

Note that Hume's analysis requires the insertion of a mora or V-slot in V2'S new 

location. 

3.4 VV metathesis 

Unlike CV metathesis, regular VV metathesis is quite rare, though sporadic VV metathe-

sis is relatively common (e.g. Portuguese /deostar/ > /doestar/ 'to insult' (Williams 

1962: 111, Buckley 2011)) (Blust 2012: 208). There are a handful of examples ofregular 

diachronic VV metathesis (e.g. Ultan 1978, Buckley 2011), but analyses of synchronic 

processes as VV metathesis are often abstract and can be reanalyzed (Buckley 2011). 

One such regular diachronic case of VV metathesis occurred in the Austronesian 

language Hawu. Unlike the CV cases described above, this change is entirely historical, 
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without "synchronic residue" (2012: 215). The change has two patterns: *uCa> aCu 

and *iCa > aCi. Blust notes in particular that the change did not occur from the 

historical forms *ua, *uCi, or *uCu. Additionally, the raising/centralization shift * /a/ 

> /a/ only occurred as part of this metathesis; historical forms such as *aCu and *aCi 

did not undergo this change. 

3.5 Syllabic metathesis 

Ultan (1978: 375) describes a phenomenon he calls syllabic metathesis, citing as an 

example Common Slavic metathesis of a sequence e + glide within a syllable, with the 

result /*ey / > /*ii/ and /*ew / > /*iu;' Buckley (2011) gives it the slightly clearer 

name metathesis of syllabicity-that is, a change in the structure of the syllable. Buck-

ley also gives an example of modern English /iw / > /iu/, as in few. However, Buckley 

claims this should not be considered true metathesis, as there is no transposition of 

segments. Instead, he analyzes this as a shift in what forms the head (or rhyme) of 

the syllable. That is, the nucleus (in (14) below, Iii) shifts to become part of the 

onset, thereby becoming a glide, while the coda (below, /w /) takes its place as the 

nucleus and is pronounced as a syllabic vowel. This is possible because the same set 

of segmental features can be pronounced either as a glide or a vowel, depending on its 

position in the syllable. 

(7 (7 

~me ~me 
onset ~ 

/ nuc~eus cota onset /'-...... 

/\ 

/' c~da 
nuc~eus 

X X X -+ X X X 
I I I I I I 

(14) f w f u 
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4 Analyses of quantitative metathesis 

In this section, I review various scholars' analyses of QM. Several of these connect QM 

to one of two related processes: antevocalic shortening, and compensatory lengthening. 

Antevocalic shortening (hereafter, AVS) is a process found throughout the Ancient 

Greek dialects (Miller 2014: 154), in which a sequence \TV is shortened to VV (Smyth 

1956: 17), and in some cases also includes the change VV -+ VV. Sommerstein (1973: 

70) suggests that AVS is in fact a type of QM; that is, that QM does not require the 

second vowel in the sequence to be initially short. Meanwhile, Miller (2014: 208) de

scribes AVS as occurring "where QM failed to apply," while Ultan (1978: 379) describes 

QM as resulting from AVS, which I will explain in more depth below. Regardless, the 

two processes are clearly linked. 

Compensatory lengthening (CL), meanwhile, is a well-attested process cross-linguistically. 

Generally, it is a process in which a segment is lost or shortened, and an adjacent seg

ment lengthens to make up for the loss (Hayes 1995: 53). We saw this process in the 

analysis of CV metathesis in Leti in Section 3.3, where the transposition of a vowel left 

an empty V slot behind, which an adjacent vowel then lengthened to fill. 

4.1 QM as timing-slot transfer 

Wetzels (1986) argues that the term metathesis is "not applicable" to QM, which is 

instead a process of timing-slot transfer; that is, a timing slot from one segment is 

transferred to another (1986: 332). He offers several autosegmental analyses of QM 

as a timing-slot transfer, the main point of each being that in a sequence of three V 

timing slots, where the first two connect to a long vowel and the third connects to a 

short vowel, the second slot becomes detached from the first segment and is reattached 

to the second (Wetzels 1986: 332). 
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(7 (7 

A.······] 
v v v 
\$ ....... ] 

(15) e o 

Wetzels suggests that this process can be extended to AVS, as discussed above. He 

previously established that when a single segment is attached to three timing slots, one 

is lost; that is, that a single segment in Greek can only last for up to two timing slots 

(1986: 330). Therefore when there are two long vowels, and the first is detached from 

its second timing slot, the effect of this slot reattaching to the second vowel is not felt, 

as the second vowel already takes two timing slots (1986: 333). 

Alternatively, rather than the segment detaching from its timing slot and thereby 

being resyllabified, Wetzels suggests that it is at first only the timing slot that detaches 

from its syllable and is resyllabified. The long vowel that is uncomfortably straddled 

between two syllables is then split. 

(7 (7 (7 (7 (7 (7 

A .. ·····I\ 
VVV(V)-+ 

V V 
~!\ 
V I 

-+ !\ 
I I ] 

] 
V 

(16) [xF] [yF] [xF] [yF] [xF] [xF] [yF] 

Afterwards, [xF] and [yF] coalesce by a separate process, which occurs widely in 

Ancient Greek (e.g. De Haas 1988). 

The process of detachment and reattachment is similar to Besnier's analysis of 

Rotuman (Section 3.1). However, where the Rotuman process can still be considered 

metathesis, as the transposition of C and V 2, Wetzel's analyses do not fit the definition 

of metathesis; no segments or features have been reordered. 

4.2 QM as CL/preservation of quantity 

Ultan (1978: 379f.) describes QM as resulting from the regular occurrence of AVS. In 
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this analysis, QM's function is "to preserve the overall quantity of the original vocalic 

sequence" (1978: 380) after the shortening rule takes place. Ultan also cites processes 

in Slavic and Miwok which also appear motivated by the "preservation of syllable- or 

word-internal quantity" (1978: 394). 

Miller (1976) also views QM as compensating for a previous application of AVS, but 

rather than preservation of quantity, Miller views the process as an attempt to preserve 

morphophonemic contrast. He compares it with the relationship between the Ancient 

Greek sound changes of intervocalic h-deletion (*alethehas -+ aletheas 'unconcealed') 

and h-transportation (* euho -+ heuo 'singe'), stating that QM and h-transportation 

are both "attempts to preserve, where possible, underlying elements on the surface 

by displacing them instead of allowing them to be lost" (Miller 1976: 139). That is, 

that preserving all the segments in the underlying form is of a higher priority than 

maintaining their underlying order. 

Ultan does not offer an autosegmental analysis of his analysis, but conceptually it 

seems to line up fairly well with Wetzel's. The process of shortening could be analyzed 

as the loss of a timing slot, but this leaves no motivation for the preservation of quantity, 

as in (17a). So rather than the loss of a V slot, I analyze AVS in this context as a 

disconnect between the second V slot of a long vowel and its segment, maintaining the 

quantity as a series of three V slots. In order to be pronounced, the disassociated V 

slot must be associated with a segment on the melodic tier, so it is reattached to the 

second segment, as in (17b). 

V ¥ V -+ V V 

V 1 1 
... ,:. 1 ....... 

(17) a. e 0 e 0 

V V V -+ V V V 

V 1 1 
..... 

··.1 
b. e 0 e 0 

This also seems consistent with the definition of CL as a process "in which one 
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segment is shortened or deleted, with another becoming simultaneously longer" (Hayes 

1995: 53). In this case, when the V 1 shortens, the V 2 lengthens to pick up the slack. As 

Ancient Greek underwent three major CL processes throughout its development from 

Proto-Greek (Rau 2010: 177f.), this seems a fairly likely solution. Additionally, we saw 

CL as a result of metathesis in Leti (Section 3.3): the initial process (metathesis) left 

a vowel adjacent to an empty timing slot, which the vowel lengthened to fill. This is 

not an argument for QM as metathesis, however-in the case of QM, what appears to 

be metathesis is CL motivated by shortening. 

4.3 QM as compensatory metathesis 

In Section 3.1.2 I briefly explained Blevins & Garrett's (1998) definition of compen

satory metathesis, where an unstressed vowel is attracted towards a stressed vowel with 

the eventual appearance of CV metathesis (V 1 CV 2 -+ V lV 2CV 2 -+ V 1 V 2C). We can 

consider QM in this light, with a syllable boundary separating the two vowels rather 

than a consonant. 

This analysis requires V 1 and V 2 to coalesce into V 2, and is quite similar to Wetzel's 

second analysis, as seen in (16) above. 

The main issue with this analysis is its motivation: as Ancient Greek is a pitch 

accent language (see Section 2.1), there are no stressed syllables to motivate the initial 

attraction. Even if we consider the pitch accent an acceptable equivalent to stress, it's 

hardly the case that all QM forms are accented on the V 2 (e.g. Section 2.2). 

4.4 QM as symzesls 

Haug (2011: 703), meanwhile, says that rather than taking the orthography at "face 
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value," QM forms should be considered to have contracted to one long monosyllable 

through synizesis. Taking into account the monosyllabic a-stem forms described in 

Section 2.1, he argues that the three obligatorily disyllabic forms in Homer are weak 

evidence against the hundred or so obligatorily monosyllabic forms. In addition, he 

makes the point that vowel length metathesis is "unheard of" in other language data. 

Taken together, this evidence leads Haug to the claim that QM is instead "a forma-

tion of rising diphthongs leading directly to a long monosyllable (synizesis)." A rising 

diphthong is one which starts with a less prominent glide or semivowel, and ends with 

a more prominent full vowel. Haug does not explain precisely what he has in mind for 

this analysis, but it may be something like VV -+ yv -+ V. 

Miller (2014: 67) and Colvin (2010: 209) both transcribe the monosyllabic ending 

as a glide-vowel sequence; they reconstruct it as *[-~51 and *[-~51 respectively. This 

seems to neatly account for the issue: the resulting forms are monosyllabic, satisfying 

the meter; the orthography is accounted for, as it is still pronounced differently than 

a simple 0; and it's easy to see how the form might have descended from, and could 

easily be reanalyzed back to, a VV sequence. In Section 3.5 we saw that glide -+ vowel 

and vowel -+ glide shifts are not unheard of, and can be motivated by a shift in syllable 

structure, which an unmetrical form could certainly initiate. 

4.5 QM as transposition of [+ j- length] feature 

Just to round out the options, I also provide an analysis based on Butskhrikidze & 

van de Weijer's (2003: 767) autosegmental template of standard segmental metathesis, 

seen below. 

x X 
+'::::::"0::::::+ 

(19) [I [ I 
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Note that this analysis generally only works for metathesis of adjacent segments, as 

an intervening segment would cause association lines to cross, which violates the well-

formedness conditions of autosegmental theory (Goldsmith 1990: 319). The analysis 

could also be applied to cases of CC or VV metathesis with an intervening segment, 

provided the intervening segment was of the other type and the analysis allowed for 

separate consonantal and vocalic melodic tiers-but as QM occurs between adjacent 

vowels, this is mostly irrelevant. 

In order to apply this template to QM, we must conceptualize QM as the transpo-

sition of a feature [+ /- length]. Since this makes the timing tier redundant, I do not 

include it. 

[+length] 

I 
[-length] 

I 
-+ [+length] [-length] 

4,; ............ ;1, 
T. ...... 1.1 •••••• :-r-

-+ [-length] 

I 
[+length] 

I 
(20) e o e o e o 

There are several issues with this analysis. First, it requires four disassociation/reassociation 

processes, where Ultan's only requires two. (Note that Wetzel's simpler analysis also 

requires four, but these are spread across three tiers instead of just two.) It would 

also be difficult to incorporate the timing tier, as the [+ /- length] feature makes it 

redundant. 

However, it does account for Ultan's preservation of quantity-the input has one 

[+length] segment and one [-length] segment, and so does the output. So while it is 

hardly the most elegant or most likely solution, it seems a fairly valid one. 

4.6 Summary 

Ultimately, QM as timing-slot transfer seems to have resolved itself from two different 

directions: by Wetzel through the mechanisms of autosegmental theory, and myself 

through Ultan's analysis of QM as preservation of quantity. Taken together, the most 
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likely explanation of QM seems to be a) timing-slot transfer and b) a type of com pen

satory lengthening. It also seems likely that when required by meter, QM forms were 

pronounced as a glide-vowel sequence, rather than merely coalescing into a single long 

monophthong. 

Altogether, it seems most likely that rather than being a change in order of two 

segments or features, QM is best defined as the reassociation of three abstract timing 

units from XX.X to X.XX-that is, that QM is not metathesis. 

In terms of motivation, there are a handful of options. The first, of course, is that 

the change was non-teleological; that is, that it was not motivated by anything in par

ticular, but was merely said differently by some speakers until it became the standard 

pronunciation. The second option, discussed above in Section 4.3, is that the V 1 was 

attracted in the direction of the V2; however this requires some phonological reason for 

the attraction, and there is not presently enough phonological data to account for this. 

And the third option, discussed above in Section 4.2, is that a previous change, ante

vocalic shortening, prompted a compensatory lengthening process. This seems to be 

the most likely option, as both AVS and CL are well-documented processes elsewhere 

in Ancient Greek, and AVS has been linked to QM by several analyses. In addition, 

where the Attic dialect has the QM ending -eos, Ionic seems to prefer -eos, implying 

that for athematic nouns, Ionic underwent the first step of this process (AVS) but not 

the second (CL). 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, I presented a brief cross-linguistic overview of metathesis in the context 

of autosegmental theory, followed by a review of the existing analyses of quantitative 

metathesis, coming to the eventual conclusion that QM is, despite the name, not true 
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metathesis. 

As this paper centered specifically on autosegmental theory, the next steps would 

likely be to bring in analyses of metathesis based in other theories, such as optimal

ity theory and moraic phonology. In particular, more examples of VV and syllabic 

metathesis could provide valuable insight. 

In addition, it would be interesting to compare this analysis of QM with cases of 

metathesis (or pseudo-metathesis) of features, as opposed to segments-for example, 

apparent metathesis of tone or rounding. 

A further avenue would be to look more into phonological motivation for Blevins & 

Garrett's compensatory metathesis as an analysis of QM-perhaps there is some sort 

of stress or emphasis aside from the pitch accent which could account for the attraction 

of V 1 towards V 2. 

In sum, the most likely explanation of QM seems to be as pseudo-metathesis rather 

than true metathesis, where AVS causes a free-floating timing slot, which then reat

taches to the V 2 in a process of compensatory lengthening. 
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Appendix A: Data 

The following two pages have tables which present a (non-random) sample of data, 

first of a-stem nouns, then of athematic nouns. In these tables, the first two columns 

are the stem and gloss, and the rest are different possible endings, with sub columns for 

century and dialect of the earliest attestation I could ascertain. All data is collected 

from Pantelia (2013). (Note that I did not include dialect for attestations past the 

third century BeE.) 
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Table 1: Data of a-stem nouns, with century and dialect of first attestation for each genitive singular form. 

stem gloss -eo -ao -ou 
century dialect century dialect century dialect 

Ainei- 'Aeneas' IBCE nJa 8BCE Hom. 5-4BCE Att. 
Atreid- 'son of Atreus' 8BCE Hom. 8BCE Hom. n/a n/a 
despot- 'master' 5BCE Ion. n/a n/a 6-5BCE Att. 
neeni- 'young man' 5BCE Ion. n/a n/a 5BCE Att. 
Pers- 'Perseus' 5BCE Ion. n/a n/a 5BCE Att. 
prophet- 'prophet' 5BCE Ion. n/a n/a 5-4BCE Att. 

IThe dialect spoken in this time period is known as Hellenistic, but the author is from an area where West Ionic was previously 
spoken, near Attica. 

2NOM SG 

3a lso Hdt., Pindar 
4 a lso Hdt. 
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00 

Table 2: Data of athematic nouns, with century and dialect of first attestation for each genitive singular form. 

stem gloss -eos -eos -eos -lOS 

century dialect century dialect century dialect century dialect 
Achill- 'Achilles' 8BCE Hom. 6BCE Ion. n(a n(a nLa n/a 
aites- 'request' n/a n/a 5BCE Att. n/a n/a 5BCE Ion. 
Ar- 'Ares' 8BCE Hom. 6-5BCE Att. n/a n/a n/a n/a 
arist- 'chief' 8BCE Hom. 5BCE Att. n/a n/a n/a n/a 
basil- 'king' 8BCE Hom. 6BCE Att. 5BCE Ion. 2CE n/a 
Enip- 'Enipeus R.' 8BCE Hom. 3BCE W.Ion 1 5BCE Ion. n/a n/a 
Erechth- 'Erectheus' 8BCE Hom. 6-5BCE Att. 5BCE Ion. n/a n/a 
Eurusth- 'Eurystheus' 8BCE Hom. 5BCE Att. 5BCE Ion. n/a n/a 
Eion- 'Eioneus' 8BCE Hom. 6-5BCE Att. n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Herakl- 'Hercules' 8BCE Hom. 3CE n/a 6-5BCE Att·/Ion. n/a n/a 
hubr- 'hubris' n/a n/a 7-6BCE Att. 5-4BCE Att. 8BCE Hom. 
Kapan- 'Kapaneus' 8BCE Hom. 5BCE Att. n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Kreth- 'Cretheus' 8BCE Hom. 4-3BCE W.Ion 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Menesth- 'Menestheus' 8BCE Hom. 5-4BCE Att. n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Mekist- 'Mecisteus' 8BCE Hom. 5BCE Att. n/a n/a n/a n/a 
naus 2 'ship' 8BCE Hom. 6-5BCE Att. n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Nel- 'Neleus' 8BCE Hom. 5BCE Att. n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Oduss- 'Odysseus' 8BCE Hom. 6-5BCE Att. n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Oin- 'Oeneus' 8BCE Hom. 5BCE Att. n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Pel- 'Peleus' 8BCE Hom. 5BCE Att. 8BCE Hom 3 n/a n/a 
Pitth- 'Pittheus' 8BCE Hom. 5BCE Att. 5BCE ?? n/a n/a 
Phanot- 'Phanoteus' n/a n/a 5BCE Att. n/a n/a n/a n/a 
phon- 'slayer' 8BCE Hom. 5BCE Att. n/a n/a n/a n/a 
phrones- 'purpose' n/a n/a 5-4BCE Att. n/a n/a 5-4BCE Ion.? 
phus- 'nature' n/a n/a 6-5BCE Att. 5BCE Att. 5BCE Ion. 
pol- 'city' 8BCE Hom. 6BCE Att. 8BCE Hom. 8BCE Hom 4 



Appendix B: Paradigms 

Table 3: Masculine a-stem paradigm with example noun Atreides 'son of Atreus' , 
SG PL 

NOM -es Atreides -al Atreidai 
GEN _eo" Atreideo -on Atreidon 
DAT -e( i) Atreide(i) -alS Atreidais 
ACC -en Atreiden -as Atreidas 

Table 4: Athematic paradigm subtypes polis 'city' and basileus 'king' , 
SG PL 

NOM polis basileus poleis basileis 
GEN poleos" basileos" poleon basileon 
DAT polei basilei polesi basileusi 
ACC polin basileao poleis basileaso 

Table 5: Masculine/feminine o-stem paradigm with example noun hodos 'road' , 
SG PL 

NOM -os hodos -01 hodoi 
GEN _~uo hodou -on hodon 
DAT -o( i) hodo(i) -OIS hodois 
ACC -on hodon -ous hodous 

5QM forms 
6In Attic, this form was analogized into the a-stem paradigm, replacing what would become a QM form 

in Ionic. 
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